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Independents rap with UNI Students
by Gerri Leffner
Two candidates for State
_Representative presented their
positions and answered various questions posed by stu dents on Tuesday, February
-26, in an open discussion held
in the UNICORN. This
discussion was sponsored by
the Students for Independent
Politics, at the UNI campus.
A young, _straightforward ,
pull-no-punches politician,
Mike Holewinski is an Independent Democrat. He says as
an Independent, his campaign
lacks party organization and
· financial help. But, he feels

that he will have more
genuinely dedicated , hardworking, wide-ranged age and
income groups of people
supporting him. Fed up with
the present corrupt policemen
of Chicago, Holewinski says
that he would work to create a
commission that would hire
policement based on their
qualifications.
Holewinski of t he 17th
District attended the University of Illinois, Circle Campus,
where he studied Political
Science. He worked in a
corporate office of Montgomery Ward and later became

Assistant Secretary of the
Racing Board for Illinois. He
feels he has a working
knowledge of his community
problems.
The 17th district is located
on the northwest side of
Chicago, with a diverse ethnic,
lower middle class population
known for their a p at hy.
Holewinski intends to try to
change this image. He plans to
get more of the public involved
in their government.
The second candidate to
speak was Luis Davila from
the 19th district. Davila, a
more emotionally-motivated
politician, represents a district
with a high percentage of
Spanish-speaking people, along with various other ~thnic
groups. In the 19th district,
there are more burned-out
buildings than anywhere else
in Chicago. Davila said that
the first thing he would do if
elected is declare his district a
disaster area. He favors low
income housing, and is very
concerned with the Latino
population and their confidence in representation in
government. He said, "We
have to bring back faith."
Davila is Chief Steward of
Independent Radionic Workers
Union whic,h he formed at the
Zenith Corporation. Presently,
he is Vice-President -of the
Northwest Community Organization (N CO) and President of

Luis Davila (Photo by Vince Moore)
Wicker Park Neighborhood
Council. Davila worked for
over ten years in his community. Endorsing him are t he
United Auto Workers and
Amalgamated Indu stria l
Workers.
As apparent by now , these
two candidates are quite
dissimilar in backgrounds, yet
they do stand together as
Independent Democrats versus
the " Daley Machine."

Mike Howelinski (Photo by Vince Moore)

EDITORIAL
Have we become so concerned about
public opinion towards Northeastern
that we are now willing to allow the
University communications office to
approve or disapprove our exhibits and
publications? It seems as though that
may be the case in the event we accept
the provisions of UNI President James
H. Mullen's memorandum to " All
members of the University Community " , dated February 20, 1974.
Mullen states in the memorandum
that the area (singular) of Development
and Public Affairs is "charged with the
role of interpreter in two senses: (1)
that of interpreting the public and (2)
that of interpreting us to the public."
Aren 't our actions apparent without
translation by a middle man? Isn't
what we are producing at this
University of any importance at face
value? And must the impressions the
public receives always be good?
The memo also asks (is demand
next?) every unit of the University to
assist in this area of Development and

Public Affairs in carrying out its
seemingly propagandist objectives for
the University. An underlined portion
in the memo states that prior to any
commitment to a course of action when
the consequences of that action may
affect public reaction to the University,
the Department (which department is
not clear) is to be consulted.
Does this mean that we are to
develop an information department on
this campus that will spew forth data
to the public that praises the
University and its members, but will
silence materials of differing opinions?
Finally, the president lists a few
typical instances where he feels that
coordination is " imperative. "
In item (3) of the last part of the
memo, readers are instructed to notify
the News Bureau of Un1versity
Communications in the event of
(horrors!) being contacted by a member
of the press. Above all, the implications
seems to be "don't rely upon your own
judgment when talking to a person

involved with t he media " - call in an
expert who knows exactly what to
spoon feed anyone who might be
asking investigative questions .
The most wide sweeping portion of
the memo is item (4). It states "All
publications that will be circulated
off-campus should be coordinated with
the Office of Publications '(University
Communications) '.''
One faculty member who refuted
President Mullen's memo in a memo of
his own, stated that Mullen's memo
constitutes nothing but censorship, and
is a violation of the First Amendment
of the U.S. Constitution which
guarantees fre!=ldom of the press and
speech. The amendment further states
that no abridgment shall be made of
those freedoms .
. The Print staff agrees that this
memorandum is a violation of that
amendment, and the University as a
whole should reject this memo as the
mistake it must be.
·

Both oppose the Crosstown
Expressway and want to get
t hat money working for other
purposes. Together they are
fighting corrupt government
and encourage people of all
ages and status to work for
decent politics.
Tom Lasser, Student Senate
President, posed several questions to these gentlemen. One
concerned the decreasing of
university or college CT A
fares. Davila declared that
with the tuition rates as high
as they are, a decrease in fare
would give an incentive to t he
parents paying for it all.
Another question dealt with
politicians j u s tifica tions of
$676 million requested by the
Board of Higher Education,
which is a significant increase
in relation to the sum of last
year, considering the decreased
enro llment of studen ts in
colleges. Holewinski sai d ,
-" They don ' t need a justification. That's politics."
As Independents, these candidates will face many problems. Davila retorted , " The
problem with Independents is
they 're too independent. " He
added that they should try to
get their heads . together so
that they can work against
powerful opponents.
Holewinski pointed out that
Independent candidates largely work on the interests of the
peopl e they represent , as
opposed to a party.
H. elected, Holewinski said
he would need to work with
both independ~nts and Party
regulars. He added, "Progress
in Springfield is largely
compromise."
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t~iniester attack ''boggling''
Dear Editor:
The attack on the 1973
E nglish Trimester that appeared in last week 's issue was
absolutely mind-boggltng.' As
a human being, I find it
·difficult to understand how
any person could have the
unmitigated chutzpah to publicly ridicule something about
which he knows nothing. As a
student who participated in
the English Trimester, I am
shocked to discover that a
member of the university
community is anxious to
publicly (and anonymously)
undermine the integrity of the
instructors, lecturers , students, and the course itself on no basis whatsoever. The
author has obviously never
a ttended the class or discussed
it with any of its members. He
has used his anonimity to hide
not only his identity, but his
ignorance. Rationalizing the
irrational, he states that "I'm
going to remain anol}ymous . . .
so I can hope for complete and
uninhibited answers ."
Unless human nature has
changed radically since I last
bumped into it, such a theory
only applies if the person-"
asking the questions is in a
position of power. At UNI,
t his automati call y exclud es
secretaries, janitors, vending
machines and students. Thus,
considering the suspicions of
the Messrs. Hild, Hoberg and
Hoffman, it would appear that '
t he author is a teacher, and
that his attempt to come off as
a concerned student is a farce.
I would like to inform ' Dr.
Anon that, due to fortun ate
circumstances, it has been
many years since I have had to
be afraid of a person in your
position. If you ever come out
of hiding, I would be pleased
to answ.er your questions completely and without inhibition. Until then, I suggest that
you look to your own house. If
you find being on a first name

basis with your students or
teaching an enjoyable class
overly threatening to your
precious status quo , I am
sorry.
Your cute and witty innuendos against the Trimester
faculty have indeed effected
my opinion of the English

Dept., but not the way you
expected. If Harry , Tom and
Don tried for years , they could
never hope to be as bizarre as
you are. I remain sincerely, if
you believe everything you
read in the PRINT,
Paula Levy

trimes t er no easy 1 2 hours
Sorry to have missed Julie's
article on "The Trimester,"
but having read the one from
"Anonymous", I feel I must
add my views.
An easy way to get 12 hours
of "A" - Hell no( I read
practically all of the books and
never worked hard in my life.
What were my thoughts
during the Trimester? - too
much, too difficult, ridiculous,
impossible - but also the
awareness of the ingenuity
involved in "getting it all
together" as Tom Hoberg
would say.
I am a wife and mother who
has returned to school because
I love it - but there were
many times I questioned why
I didn 't just stay home and
wash dishes. Due t o famil y
obligations, I was able to
attend just one of the Friday
night meetings - nor did I
attend the Saturday Special. I
too questioned the validity of
these meetings but saw that
they did lead to _ greater
communication between teachers and students and much
better class discussions (on the
books). Everyone paid their
own way and how ridiculous to
think otherwise. My grade did
not depend on these extra-curricular activities.
My only criticism is that it
was perhaps too much to teach
in one trimester and should be
taught in 2 6 hour terms.

Now on ' to the pluses working very hard but appreciating the fact that the
instructors were working just
as hard as we were, seeing how
the guest lecturers helped to
"Get it all together," opening
my eyes to how much my
religion, Judaism, was affected
by the Middle Ages (leading to
the double pleasure of having a
topic for my term paper and
learning a great deal about
Judaism).
But most of all, I can now
appreciate the opportunity to
work as hard as I did, push
myself to what often seemed .
.as far as I could· go, learn how
to better organize my time and
my mind - and a~so jus.t to
have done it and done it well.
Best of all, it was a period of
personal growth and maturation, for isn't that what
education is all about? Does it
really m"atter how many facts a
student absorbs in one term?
How exciting to see the
rewards of the Trimester this
term - to have my eyes
opened to the many aspects of
a . subject, to see life and
learning all come together.
No, I'm riot a freak - I
wouldn't want to work that
hard all the time - but I shall
always appreciate this fine
example of what a liberal arts
education really is.
Bobbie Levin

wrong man laid off?
Dear Editor and readers,

I have just learned that the
most experienced printer in the
Duplicating Department at
UNI is being layed off, in
other .words fired, due to "a
lack of work." Werner Schroeder is the only one of the
three printers who has served
a full apprenticeship. The
others, as good as they may
be, have acquired their skills
through on-the-job training.
If I were overseeing the

operations of the Duplicating
Department, I certainly would
not fire the most experienced
employee I had, especially
after considering the following
facts: (1) My own printing
experience does not go beyond
running a mimeograph machine in the Navy, and (2) There
are four more employees in the
Duplication Department, if
indeed there is a lack of work
which is doubtful, because the
three presses down there are
(continued on page 3)

one candidate pleased
Thank you very much for
voting in the past Student
Senate Officer elections. We
have the best turn out this
year in Northeastern history.
The percentage of students
voted this year has more than
double that of previous elections. Both the President and
the Vice-President were running unopposed last year.
However , there are two
candidates for President and
four cand.idates for Vice-President this year. The competition is very keen as indicated
by numerous articles in the
" Print," Student Froum, ·Campus Radio Announcements ,
posters and various other
means to communicate with
students, It is you, the UNI
students that made the past
Student Senate Officer Elec-

tions a success. A great
success especially for a commu ter school. It is you, the
UNI students who can and
will make your Student
Goven1ment work for you
more efficiently. I hope we can
all march forward for a
successful year in spite of
obstacles.
I shall try my very best to
serve you as Vice-President of
Student Senate when I assume
Office. For example, I would
work for reduced CT A rate for
UNI students and try to
change the Monday Night
Senate Meeting to Activity
Hours which is more convenient to students . Your
suggestions and help are most
welcomed,
Curtis Cheung
Senator, Student Senate

THE PRINT STAFF
Opinions expressed herein are
•not necessarily those of the
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published weekly at Northeastern Illinois University,
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All announcements should be received no later than 4:00 pm
Monday in room E-214 if they are to appear in that weeks paper.

Field experience - an
.
- t.Ive .t0 CIassroom st u dy
aIterna
by Marylene Whitehead
The Social Action Urban
Field Experience Program ,
currently being offered by the
Office of Community Service,
is one of the most' exciting and
valuable programs offered in
the way of personal growth at
Northeastern Illinois University.
Several counselors have
taken it upon themselves to
recommend that students
check out the program to see
what it has to offer. Several
students that have participated in the program in the last
two trimesters have told Dr.
Ben Coleman, the coordinator
of the program, that these field
experiences have been themost rewarding phase of their
college career.
Stating that the classroom
had begun to close in on him ,
one of the students said, that
were it not for this opportunity
at practical experience where
he could meet and associate

UNI'S ANSWER to Action Express and Beeline is soon
coming but we need your help ! Do you have any questions or
problems concerning this school and don 't know where to turn
to? Then come to the PRINT for help. Tell us your problem and
we'll solve them for you . Contact the PRINT Office in E-214
(above t he north dining hall).
A TEACHER EDUCATION REFRESHER WORKSHOP will
be held on the following dates :
March 26, at 4 : 00 in S-102
March 28, at 4 :00 in S-102
The two orientation sessions will be directed toward the
National Teachers Examination, which is scheduled for April 6.
A POLITICAL CARTOONIST is needed by the Print. If
you 're an artist and are interested in cartooning, contact the
PRINT Office in E-214 or call extention 454.

AN INTERNATIONAL WOMAN'S DAY will be held on
March 7, from 1:00-4:00 pm in room 1-002. The program , which is
being sponsored by the UNI Woman 's Studies Program, will
cover a variety of subjects including the important film ,
" Growing Up Female. " Everyone is invited to attend.

with people connected to his
chosen field, he would have
dropped out. "The classroom
work is beneficial and necessary, but somewhere along the
way, the walls started to close
in. Going out to courts, talking
to people, lawyers, judges and
such, I really began £o get
excited about school again."
I. myself, participated in the
SAUFE Journalism program.
I worked at a newspaper for an
entire trimester. Prior to that
time, I only thought I wanted
to be a writer. But I had no
real concept of what journalism was. Being interested in
creative writing also, I assumed there was only a little
difference. There is a great
deal of difference. One can go
wild if they are imaginative
with creative writing and have
few limitations placed on
them. Journalism is something
else again. It ' s quite a
challenge to be creative and
stick to the facts, especially if

CHE MISTRY. Interested in a career in chemistry? A career
conference is to be held by t he American Chemical Society on
March 9, 1974. The place is Roosevelt University , Room 320 from
·l pm to 4 pm . I nfo 341 -3860.

the assigment is a dud. And
occasionally they are.
The one thing I did learn to
get satisfaction, and that is
somehow I had managed to
select the right profession for
me. You know that, when work
doesn 't seem like work. You
know that, wi1en you find
yourself looking forward to
going to work and spending
extra hours when you 're once
there.
Prior to going out in the
field , I only thought I wanted
a career in journalism but now
I know. I have found out also
that I like the technical end of
journalism such as layout
work. All this is beautiful but
what if I had waited until after
I had graduated, spent four
years and much effort only to
find out that I really didn't
like this field?
It's something to think
about, isn 't it? . . .BEFORE
REGISTRATION ENDS.

Muhammad
dinner
honors
Muslim
leader

INTERFAITH LENTEN SERIES continues its program on
Wednesday with the topic "Faith in Religious Crisis. " The
speaker will be Rev . Gene Brnggeman, a Lutheran minister. The
service will be held at noon in t he B-lounge on March 6.

THE SPANISH CLUB will present a tribute to the late
Roberto Clemente on March 5 and 7, at 1 :00 during the Activity
hour, in room S-101. E veryone is welcome to come.

THE WOMAN'S STUDIES PROGRAM has just opened a
new center in C-524 . The Center will provide an office for
maintaining t he bu siness of the program and will have a library
specia1izing in handling material writ ten about and by women.
For fu rther informatio n con tact extension 423.

THE CHAMBE.{l MUSIC RECITAL, which was originally
scheduled for April 8, has been rescheduled for April 15. A
concert by the UN I orchestra will be held on April 8 instead.
Both concer ts will be held a t 8: 00 pm in the auditorium and will
be free of charge. E veryone is welcome!

VETERAN'S CLUB leader Mike Newman and Marty
Jorgensen drew a beer during last week's Free Beer Sip
sponsored by the club. The group also featured lunch
meats and soft drinks during the affair which was
intended to be an opportunity for veterans to get
acquainted with each other.

FILMS FROM CUBA AND ARGENTINA will be shown at
Franci.s Parker Scho~l during March. "Lucia," a film about three
different women named Lucia ahd t he times they live in will be
shown on March 8, 9, and 10. The film was made in Cuba and
foc uses on the struggle of these women.
The second film , " The Traitors," is from Argentina and
examines the struggles of a labor union and all the people who
are involved. This film runs March 22, 23, and 24 . For time
listings and prices call 348-3370.
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(Letters continued from page 2)
going full time.
I would strongly suspect
from the facts that I have
myself observed specifically,
that there is no "lack of
work." I'm there almost daily,
and the lay-off of Werner

Schroeder, along with one of
his co-workers, is the result of
a personal vendetta being
waged , rather than any real
so-called " lack of work. "

Thank you,
Serge Hantel

11

I
Want a chaage in your lunchtime routine?
Go Chinese - Aplerican dishes, too.
Lunch served to all studtnts at all hours.

3411 W. Bryn ·Mawr Ave.
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NEEDLEPOINT-FREE LESSONS

YARN'N STUFF
3243 W. BRYN MAWR
S8841663

CREWEL

by Steve Yach
The H onorable E lij ah Muham m a d , is go in g t o b e
honored in Chicago March 29.
Over on e hundred Black
Businessmen and civic leaders
will be on hand for the event.
Muhammad , is the leader of
t he Chicago based nation of
Islam will be cited for his 43
years of consturctive leadership in the Black community
and , the profound effect his
work has had on the Black
masses. Dinner sponsors point
proudly towards Chicago .and
its southside huge successes
which have been achieved by
Mr. Muhammad 's leadership
which includes restaurants ,
bakeries , grocery supermarkets many facilities for clothing stores , medical offices, and
to let the people know things .
are, in full swing, a $1.5
Million dollar office building
under construction and a
handsome new temple and
school. Proceeds from the
dinner will go to the Honorable
Elijah Muhammad Hospital
Fund, fo r building the firs t
private financed hospital by
Blacks in the country. One of
the people who plans to help
out will be H eavy weight
Champ Muhammad Ali , he
will provide t he right kind of
punch for the evening. Other
J dignitaries will be Eugene
1 Dibble, Colonel Bradford ,
WBEE radio and .comedian
Dick Grecory . Chicago a s
j always, nothing but the best.

r
RUG-HOOKING I
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VIEWPOINT:
about UNI?
I am very happy with Northeastern and its methods. I believe
that the school offers the student a good education, by means of
good instructors. And also mixes t his education with interesting
and exciting extra curricular activities such as; movies in t he
UNI-corn every week, free concerts, and important guest
speakers.
.
_
The only gripe I have, and its a slight one, is that it is a little
hard sometimes to park around the school. I think that additional
parking should be set up in order to illeviate this problem. ·
Jane Moore
Undeclared

With
Gary Sosnowski
I am basically happy with my life at U .N.1. , but I would like to
see a few changes made. Like the parking situation , if a student
has late morning classes it is almost impossible to park. This I
think could be rnmedied by expanding the present parking lot,
and doing away w:t h restricted parking areas, (except for medical
permits). This should be one .of the things U.N.I. should provide
for its students, feeing as though it is a commuter school.
Another thing I'd not so much like to see changed but
improved is the counseling centers. I've not only had experience
myself, but heard from others that the counselors put you
throug h a hassel for an appointment, then when you get there , to
ask them abou t requirements, or just to ask a question they turn
you off with short quick obvious answers. This method of
counseling sim ply doesn't help t he student. So why have a
counseling center if it doesn 't serve the student? The trouble is
that counseling cen ters can help the students and the present one
should be altered or revised to make it work for the students.
Greg Lewis
Sec. Ed. - History

W hat_are your gripes
I'd like to see the parking situation changed. I mean t hat it i;
just kind of ridiculous the distance you have to park from the
school. And even i.f you buy a parking sticker you still aren't
guarenteed a spot. And most likely, if you hav~ late
morning-early afternoon classes you do wind up parking on the
street. Funding should be approved for additional parking space,
this would solve the problem.
Also I'd like to see a revision or re-examination of the
requirements for education majors. Some of those requirements
are just a waste of time, and benefit the student nothing. And
going along with this such revision I'd like to see new instructors
for t he required classes so you don 't have the same instructors
for the same subject fall, winter, spring, and summer.
Sue Clemons
Sec. Ed. - History
I have no gripes against this school, in fact, I am very pleased
with the way U .N.I. is set up. The school offers you a good to
excellent teaching staff, who know that the student doesn't
always " get it" with just ·one explanation and are more than
willing to sit down and explain it again to you.
As far as extra curricular activities going on for the students
enjoyment, there are free films, free concerts, free plays, and
guest speakers all of which are abundant and available at
convenient times. That's why I think this school really kind of
provides for you.
Chris Hartman
Sec. Ed. - Social Studies

I have no gr-ipes about Northeastern it provides the students
with a good education and a more personalized teaching staff.
That _is , seeing that Northeastern has not reached a over
extending size, the student-teacher relationship is at the level of
most rich private schools. Think about it , how many times do
you see the teacher be the first one out of the door when the class
is over, hardly ever. The teacher usually spends 15 to 20 minutes
extra after class discussing the topic of the day or answering
questions. And if you have had any experience with Circle, or
Loyola you know that the teachers are the first to leave the class,
and have little time for appointments, seeing that they all are
working on books for publicat ion. This creates a void between the
student and the teacher , and definitely leaves something to be
desired . I am happy at U.N.I. and hope to see t his kind of
treatment continue.
Tom Tartaglia
Psychology

No hope for psych-o-bortion
Dear Chris :
I am writing this letter to you care of
the P RI NT because, alt hough I heard
on TV and read in the papers in
Chicago that you are connected with
Northeastern, I was unable to find an
address at the college for you.
Like I said, I read about you and
your research in the papers and saw
you and your wife and this other guy
on TV on Sunday, and I was really
affected by what you said. Despite my
low grades in High School, I am doing
real good at UNI as a psych major, and
I really enjoy getting into the mind and
the soul. I am specially excited about
parapsychology and it really blew my
mind when I heard t his guy who was
with you on that TV show rapping
about how there is no physical world ,
t hat this t hing abou t t he world is just a
story t hat people get fed , and that
everything t hat exists is your mind .
That was really heavy and I am sure
that it explains a problem that has
come up for me personally.
The t hing is, about two months ago ,
I was rapping with this great guy on
the phone, it's real beautiful, the way
our minds touched that day. I could
feel his soul vibrating and stroking all
over the intimate and innermost places

in my soul. l 've never been into
anything like t his before.
Anyway, like t hey say, a little phone
call goes a long way. Now, two months
later, I find that I am, to put it bluntly,
pregnant. I know that it must have
been this beautiful, sensual, spiritual
experience that I had with this guy on
the phone that caused my present
condition. Although I do have some
plastic, science-minded frie nds who
insist that it must have been caused by
some cold bodily contact . I can't deny
that I do get into body situations with
guys occasionally, but I never, never
relate to any of them with all-important
maind like I related and vibrated with
this guy that I talked to on the phone,
and who I thought was a gentlemam
until he caught me off guard like he
did.
Anyway, I was wondering if you
could help me. Can you get me
somebody who really can use what you
called psychokinesis (making t hings
happen by thinking about the, isn 't
that what you called it?), and have
therri give me a tele-abortion with their
mind, so that I could get out of this
uncomfortable situation. I don 't think I
could cope with being an unwed
mother, and besides I feel that the guy ·
who though this child into being should

have to take some of the rap.
If there is nobody in the Chicago
area who can tele-abort me, may be I
could take advantage of the exciting
Astro-travel service I heard you talking
about on TV. Could you have me
mi nd -trans p orted to the n earest
Same-Day (we serve you with a smile)
Tele-Abortion Service.
While we're talking about travel,
why don 't you be patriotic and help our
poor over-wrought President in this
energy crisis? Devote some of your
" research " to developing Psycho-Gasoline, i.e. getting people to runing their
cars by vibrating the motor/ area of
their brain. Just be sure you control
your vibrations so they don i exceed
the speed limit. It 's just an idea, but

li

(Letters continued from page 2)
I'm sure you can develop it in the
service of your country.
Hoping to hear from you soon ,
Fondly,
Shirley Walker
P.S. Please hurry! I 'm getting
desperate. My mind · can 't stop my
belly fro m growing.
PPS. (ESP?) W hy don't you guys
wise up , ! sober up! and grow up !
It's high time you realized that there
is a physical world, and that you and
your pretentious gibberish are making
too much noise in it.
[Shirley- - give up and quit worrying.
Our advice to you is consult Janice
Kulp's Midwes t Family Planning
article on the next page. - ed.] ··

Watch for
Dick Gregory, and
P .I.E. Articles Soon!
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Euro-jobs pay for selves
dent Overseas Service - a
Luxembourg, Europe student run organization
English pubs and inns, and
which has specialized in
hotels and restaurants in
student help and student work
Wales and Scotland are
projects
for the past 16 years.
offering ·summer jobs to
Although
standard wages are
American college students.
paid, SOS says the free room
Paying summer jobs are also
and board is the biggest
available in lakeside resorts
advantage for students.
and city hotels and restaurants
in Austria, Switzerland and
France. Irish homes are open
Many students are signing
to American college girls who
up to combine summer jobs in
would like to live and work for
Europe with a bicycle tour of
their keep in traditional
Europe. This means students
Ireland with a traditional Irish - will be taking to the roads to
family.
bicycle around Europe before
or after working at a paying
job in Europe to earn back
Any student may apply, and
most of their trip costs. SOS
the jobs are given on a first
has organized a number of
come, first served basis. Jobs,
different bicycle trips. One
working papers, room and
tour is through the Cham· board arrangements, and other
pagne country of France necessary paperwork are procnot exactly a sobering thought
essed in advance on a
- ending up in Paris with its
non-profit basis by the Stu-

Vrdolyak, Assessor
Cand.·to speak here
On Thursday, March 7, at 1:00 pm, Alderman Edward
:Vrdolyak (Dem. - 10th ward), will be in the UNI auditorium and
will speak on, "The Importance of the Assessor's Office to the
Cook County Democratic Organization ." Vrdolyak, an
independent democrat, will be facing Tom Tully, the Cook
County Democratic Organization candidate, on March 19, in tlie
democratic primary for the office of Cook County Assessor.
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MIDWEST FAMILY

PLAnn1nG ASSOCIATtOn

intoxicating sights, history
and excitement. Sometimes a
van with the luggage accom5952 W. Addison
panies the tour, but individual
Chicago, Illinois 60634
students can opt for only a
new bike, a map, and a
312 / 725.:.0200
..,
'survival packet'. ·
i.~N',i~,..,..~,_,.,_..~,.._.,..,,.,..,.....,M,....._.........~ ~IIHW-1:·,
When students bicycle in a
group, •overnight accommodations at country inns and small
hotels are strategically planned between hotel stays or
simply sleeping under the
by Janice Kulp
stars. A special feature of SOS
When birth control pills were introduced in the early 1960's,
bike tours is that a new
they were hailed as a revolutionary breakthrough in the field of
European bicycle is included in
contraception. For the first time, a method was available that
the deal for anyone who
was virtually 100% effective, was easy to use and inexpensive.
wishes, and put on an
Methods used up until the 1960's (rubbers, diaphragms) were
airplance and sent home with
85% effective at best. For couples that definitely didn 't want
the student.
children, 85% wasn't good enough.
Interested students may
HOW THE PILLS WORK: Birth control pills are 100%
obtain application forms, job
effective because they prevent· pregnancy at the core of the
listings and descriptions , and
reproductive process - the development of the ripe egg
the SOS Handbook on earning
(ovulation.) Normally, a woman releases a ripe egg into thEi' tube
your way in Europe by
sometime in the middle of the menstrual cycie. If this egg is
sending their name, address,
fertilized by sperm, pregnancy begins. Hormones released during
name of educational instituthe menstural cycle regulate the development and release of the
tion, and $1 (for postage,
egg.
printing, handling and addresBirth control pills interrupt the body's normal hormone
sing only) to either SOS production by adding synthetic hormones at different times
Student Overseas Services,
during the cycle. These synthetic hormones signal the body to
Box 5173, Santa Barbara, Calf.
stoop the development of the egg. If no egg is produced, there is
93108, or to S.O.S., 22 Ave. de
no way a woman can get pregnant. Pills are taken daily for 21
la Liberte, Luxembourg, Eudays , then stopped for 7 days. During this 7 day, a lighter· than
rope.
normal menstrual period occurs. After waiting the 7 days, the
Preceding is PAID ADVERnext cycle of 21 pills is started. Once a woman starts this cycle,
TISEMENT.
she is protected against pregnancy until she stops taking the
pills.
COMPLICATIONS: Although birth control pills are the most
~ffective method of contraception, they are not the "best"
method for everyone. Women with a history of blood clots,
varicose veins, heart disease, hepatitis, or breast cancer cannot
338-8989
take the pills. Even healthy women run
higher risk of blood
clots while on the pills, although the risk is slight (3 women in
100,000). Even though the pills do not cause cancer, the
hromones in the pills can worsen existing pre-cancerous
conditions.
SIDE EFFECTS: Everyone knows some friends or relatives
who have had problems on the pills. Most women who take pills
either have no side effects or minor problems that they can
tolerate. Commonly reported side effects are: nausea , fatigue ,
lighter menstrual flow , bleeding in the middle of the cycle, breast
tenderness, weight gain, headaches, and depression . In some
0wmond @ros.
women, these side effects become such a hassle that they decide
PHOTOGRAPHY
to stop taking pills.
6040 N. CALIFORNIA
Q. After stopping the pills, how long are you protected against
AT PETERSON - CHICAGO
pregnancy?
A. As soon as the cycle is broken, the pills stop preventing
pregnancy. There is no "carry-over" protection. In fact, it's easier
to become pregnant right after stopping the pills.
• Q. Where can I get the pills?
A. Midwest Family Planning Association runs a clinic on
Thursday nights for the pills. Any private gynecologist or G.P.
can prescribe pills.

''Pills 100% effective''

s

a

s

IL@

LINO'
IZZA
478-3585
Both Vrdolyak and Tully were invited to speak at our school
on March 7, but Tully declined because of previous commitments.
Both Tully and Vrdolyak are in the law profession. Tully, at
the present time, is a member of the law firm Tully and Roddy,
he was previously (1971-1973) the Chief Duputy Assessor of Cook
County.
Vrdolyak, is presently the alderman of the 10th ward in the
city of Chicago. He is also chairman of the 2nd Congressional
district caucus and chairman of the 30th Senatorial District
Congress. If you want to cast a knowledgeable vote in the
Democratic Primary, this March 19, be sure to be at the
auditorium on March 7, at ·1:00 pm.

3300 W. FOSTER AVE~
-~

~

PANAVISION 9
PRINTS BY DELUXE'

~

uqJ

Exclusive engagement
starts . ..

Wednesday , March 13

ACROSS FROM NORTH PARK COLLEGE

OPEN fro111 4 PM, Closed MON.
NOW offering thick-crust. PIZZA_
50¢ f)ISCOUNT on ar.y LARGE PIZZA!
W/this ad.

M:Clu4i,urt
330 EAST OHIO STREET
TWO BLOCK S EAS T OF MICHIGAN A\/E

CARR 'I OUT AND EVENING DELIVERY SERVICE

'
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James to
sp eak h ere
by Jean Carlson

Dr. H. Th omas James ,
president of the Spencer
Foundation and former Dean
of the College of Education of
Stanford University will speak
at the College of Education
Forum on Tuesday, March 5
from 2-4 pm in the Science
Building Lecture Hall No. 1.
Hi s topi c will be " New
Directions in Education" .
The Spencer Foundation is a
three year old $86,000,000
foundation based in Chicago
whi ch funds research in
education and the behavioral
and biological sciences.
Current funding has been
focu ssed on early childhood
studies to break the chain of
poverty ; studies of organization and administration of
educ a tionalinsti tu tions and
s pecialized s chools redress
social loss due to poverty, poor
schools , racial and ethnic
prejudice ; studies aimed at
d evelopm en t of in t ell ectual
capacity and fostering creativity with special interest in
s,uch research areas a stut tering, the drug culture, anxiety
a nd t es tin g and readin g
disaoilities; and studies of
social factors affecting _ and
affected by schools in such
areas as social values implanted by schools, migration
patterns of young rural males,
the family as an educational
institution and the relation of
education and income.

, Tom Wolferman

You know Chicago entertainment is getting drastically
desperate when the 1974 "Ice Capades " extravaganza boasts of a
" McDonald 's On Blades" segment. Much to their shame I'm
sure, t he latest Chicago Tribune "Arts and Fun" pullout did a
cover feature story entitled " More Pattie P ower: Burgers on
Ice. " The story concerned itself with a newly conceived attraction
to be presented at the Stadium in this season 's "Ice Capades: " a
slippery tale set in McDonald Jand starring none other than that
Bozoed bun-boy Ronald McDonald, with a promising supporting
cast of Mayor McCheese and that golden-arch enemy The
Hamburglar. Somehow I cannot see buying tickets to view
unthawed ground beef sliding around in a center arena. There
just has got to be a better way to sperid leisure time - and
money - even in February. The fact remains, however, that
McDonald 's is cooking its way into a major entertainment

Commentary
B y Richard Lindberg

The years tend to slip away ,
new generations grow to
adult hood, things significant
to a past era suddenly lose
meaning in an urban , industrial world . The " march of
progress", they call it. Perhaps
it can be labeled as " lacking
relevance," as many t hings do
these days.
The latest symbol of a past
era to make way for progress
is the Victory Gardens, off of
Foster A venue, a fix ture in
t his community for some fifty
years. A cold, impersonnel, but
ye s , _v ery a ccommoda ti ng

2050 W. De von Ave .

CHICAGO

Preparatory courses for the fo l lowin g exams are no w
be ing formed - Cour s e s beg in seven wee ks prior to th e
test - REG ISTER EA RLY.

LSAT 7-27-74
\ GRE 6-15-74
MCAT 5-4-74
:T DAT 10-12-74
2 yr. Nat' I Bds. 6-74 A\
ARGSB 7-13-74

•

MOV IE : RE -MAKE OF "AN AFFAIR TO RE MEMBER"

A touching love story starring Burger King as a rich ground
beef tycoon who meets Dairy Queen, a local ice cream dish who
has a reputation for giving the cold shoulder. They fall instantly
in love, get married , rent a suburban pantry and raise a family .
Called the "Love Story of 1974," the film tragically ends when
Dairy Queen comes down with terminal botulism and Burger
King faithfully kneels at her death bed, sobbing from the scent of
grilled onions, clutching her extraordinarily cold body,
poignantly saying, " Love means never having to freeze your
buns off. "
THE MUSICAL:

···············································:
ST ANL EY H. KA PL AN--EDUCAT IO NA L CENT ER :
CHICAGO

production, which means only one t hing: if the concept is
successful, it's sure to be imitated. Producers all over America
will latch on to the idea of putting featured food in a variety of
madic facets . Perhaps someday we may be able to spend a
Saturday evening watching our favorite meals . .. .perform! So
look upon this column as a preliminary warning, and keep your
eyes posted fo r the following possibilities :

•

Taped Lessons For Rev ie'>'.' or Mi ssed Class e s

•

Course Mater ial Constantly Updated

•

Small C lasse s

•

Compact Courses

•

Tutor s From The Fi e ld of Your Test

(312) 764-5151
Estab lished 1938

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

parking lot is scheduled to
take the place of the now
obsolete Victory Gardens.
To some these Gardens are
unsightly , a waste, and an
oddity amidst bungalows,
7-ll 's, and Humble stations.
Yet to a generation who
experienced war, depression,
and rationing, the Gardens
represented a n imp orta n t
source of food; fu rt hermore,
the Gardens symbolized individual determination, t he combined efforts of people to
respond in their own way to
t he turmoil that manifested
itself a s World War I I.
The Gardens should remain,
not so much as a continuing
source of produce and gardener's efforts, but as a reminder
of another era, a bygone era
that is being shrouded by the
demands of an urban world,
failing memories , a n d an
apathy that grows each day. I
wonder what my grandfather
would have thought, if he were
to witness fu ture bulldozers,
and cement mixers, for he
worked on those gardens more
than forty years ago. What
can be done? I don 't know. It 's
two sided problem , surely
parking space is needed, bu t
must progress claim another
product of the past?

"THE TOSTADA OF BROA D WAY"

A brash spectacle, filmed in the Busby Berkely tradition ,
featuring two singing tacos who dance their way into the
heartburns of millions, finally finding fulfillment as lunch orders
at a Jack-in-the-Box Drive Thru Restaurant. This film promises
some unmatched musical showstoppers, including a controversial
scene where 300 dancing Brazilian fruit salads wear Carmen
Miranda on their heads.
T HE R ELIGIOUS ROCK OPE RAS : "CHEESEY-CRUST
SUPE RSTAR' '

A deeply religious theatrical experience, concerned with a
young, countryside, virgin pepperoni pizza who witnesses a
miraculous vision of Chef Boy-Ar-Dee in a desolate Italian grotto.
Awe-struck and inspired, the virgin pepperoni opens a devout
chain of Pizza Huts where thousands flock making nig htly
pilgrimages, to drink from the specially simmered lasagna
sauce fo untain. The enshrined pepperoni takes vows in a sacred
Italian . side order and becomes Mama Celeste.
THE N IGHT CLUB : AN EVENING W ITH THE SARA LEE
MIME TROUPE

The Sara Lee Mime Troupe is this season 's most exciting
innovation. The revue, featuring 8 talented young pull-apart rolls,
is pure genius. Acts run from the trupe's delightful comic
imitation of a burnt cinammon coffee cake (keep your eye on the----third crumb from t he left - she'll be going places) to a dramatic
interpretation of an inexperienced 16 year-old's initiation into
cream cheese cake.
THE TV MYSTERY MOVIE : "TWIN K IE TWINKIE LITTLE
STAR HOW I WONDER WHERE YOU ARE"

P robably the most stirring program of the new season, the
special centers on a giant talking Hostess Twinkie that befriends
Ann Blyth' s three children and becomes their nan ny. One day
while Ann Blyt h is away filming commercials, the Twinkie
reveals it self as a psychopatic pastry and terrorized the kids
around t he mansion, threa tening to eat them fo r desert. In a
powerful shock ending, the Twinkie manages to drown one child
in t he family swimming pool, push another child off the family
yacht, and suffocate the third by smothering it with rich cream
filling .
So t here you have it : the McDonald 's " Ice Capades" followers.
The various art fo rms will slowly begin to feature snacks instead
of stars ; and when you walk into a theat re, you won 't get a
program - but a menu. And don 't be too surprised som_eday if
you're at the movies and you 're watching a box of popcorn shoot
out an entire band of bad guys and you go out to the candy
counter and buy a bag of John Wayne .
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Personals
Gregg:
Heh, Heh, Heh.
STUDENT'S INTERNATIONAL MEDITATION SOCIETY: For the over one
hundred students and faculty
on campus practicing Transcendental Meditation, SIMS
offers weekly advanced meetings . Learn more about TM,
and have your questions
answered. Video tapes, guest
speakers, checking, and group
meditations are a regular
feature . Tuesdays at 1:00 in
room 2-094.
Lake Michigan: Are you still
proper?
To Lake Michigan:
Who . really called last
Saturday night?
Signed Chuck
P .S. Now th!!t's interesting.
Ho:vdy truckers.
Cookie drinks superjuice.
Why him he's . . . (cont'd. next
week)
Female Roommate Wanted :
Badly.
For male in need. Must be
between 18 & 25, single, &
"really built", wi t h no moral
scruples. Rent: FREE, in
exchange for various domestic ·
services. Call anytime, day or
night, toll free. Ask for: Hard
Up .
Male Roommate Wanted : Badly. For female in need. Must be
between 18 and 25, single and
"really built," with no moral
scruples . Rent: FREE , in
exchange for various domestic
services. Call anytime, day or
night, toll free. Ask for:
Equally Hard Up .

----------r---MALE - FEMALE: Share 3
bdrm. townhouse, ·nr. Lake,
6300 N . 1700 W., won rm.,
central air cond., dishwasher,
gd. trans., shopping, parking.
$73.25 mo. + utils. Call bef.
11 :30 pm 973-6792.
No eternal reward shall forgive
us now, for wasting the dawn.
Jim
No I 'm not a rip off skunk,
. you roac~ .
Sammy and Arthur: Flattery
will get you nowhere unless , of
course, you kiss on t he first
date.
Fondly, "Hemingway"
Will type term papers, call
Lynda 882-0636.
To Rita :
I don't care, it it's O.K with
George.
Angel
Eggman we're coming!!

.

Horney, missed you at the
B.A. this week. Love, The
Clicker and Amigos
Jeff,
Kemo Sa bay, why DO you
wear that mask???
Tonto's Friend
The UNI Vets Club . meets
every Thursday during the
Activity Hour ( 1: 00 pm)
Everyone is welcome. Information on the Vets Club
sponsored Car Pools will be
available to UNI students
shortly - so keep your eyes
peeled! (?)
new york here i come. . . twurp
Jeff,
·Stick to lay-outs, not
lay-ups and you won't sprain
your ankle again.
Friend of Tonto's Friend
ENGLISH TRIMESTER '73
and ANON.
Be at Hogen 's tonight for the
excoriation of the season ,
featuring Harry Green Garden,
Tom of Newberry and Donald
t he Bizarre. 5 pm till
brea kfast. Also
March 1,
English Club pictures will be
taken for the '74 yearbook.
Due to t his SPECIAL OCCASION, a celebration will be
held at Hogen 's immediately
following .'
Struggling, adult stud ent w/ 10
yr. old son want a house or flat
to rent w/ yard. Call anytime
(24 hrs.) 528-6364

Are you a young, fashion
oriented gal? Would you like
to work for one of Chicago 's
better .know clothing stores?
Just Pants, located at 4827 W.
Irving Park is looking for a
salesgirl to work 10: 30 am to 5
pm ( hours very flexible)
Contact: Joe from 10:30 am to
9:00 pm at 286-6150. Salary
commensurate with ability and
experience.

For Sole
For Sale: Long Gold Couch.
Originally $500. Must sacrifice
immediately for $75. Also:
Dining room breakfront with
gold and white patterned
linoleum (17 ' by 11'&".) Sold
together pref ~rably for $30.
Call 267-9087, 3aturday-Thursday: 6:30 pm to 10 pm only.
For Sale: Texas Instruments
Electronic Calculators. Model
nos : TI-2500, $65.50. TI-2510,
$53.65. SR-10, $80.35. SR-11,
$9 7.45. Other models available
also. Contact Dan ·at PRINT
office, ext. 454. E-214. If not in
office, leave name and number
to be called.
'68 Pontiac Cadillac, 4 door
Sedan, power air fm. Beautiful
for transport. Call 478-0161,
Rhodes Engineering Co.

EtJettts
Mon., March 4: Faculty Piano
Ricital, 8 p,,rn, Aud. History
Workshop Movies , 8-10, 2-005.
Tues., March 5: Concert:
Mather High chool Band, 1-3 ,
Aud . Spanish Club: Tribute to
Roberto Clemente, S-101, 1
pm, NDH Career· Services
Recruitment , 10-3, FILMS
ABOUT WOMEN, 7:30, Aud.
Wed., March 6: Unicorn
Movie: THE BIG PARADE,
noon, NIU Band Concert, 8
pm, Aud.
Thurs., March 7.:Spanish Club:
A Tribute to Roberto Clemente, SlOl, 1 pm.
Fri., March 8:
Phi Mu
Alpha Concert, Aud., 7-10 pm
"Skin of our Teeth, Little
Theater, 8 pm (Sat. too)

Old Letters, found 2 years Later
There are two things to run the earth ,
being love and hate.
cold and hot. the hot hate hurries my wheel best for me.
It runs, backwards, good things onward as a motivation,
and also teaches memorance.
It was simply so:
dormant,
then in the desk ·it came from the past;
god I replace her replacements in all too many things,
even my desk was hers,
Still full of her words over him,
once mine
then hers
now mine.

CrOss-campus events
by Gerri Leffner
Today, March 1, Loyola
University is featuring in
concert in the Alumni Gym at
the Lake Shore campus, 6525
N. Sheridan Rd . It will begin
at 8pm. Admision is $2.50 at
the door with student I.D.
"Beauty and the Beast" will
be shown fo Finnegan Aud . on
Saturday, March 2, in Darnen
Hall also at Loyola University.
There will be two showings,
on.e at 7:30 pm and the other
at 9:30 pm. Admission is $1.00
at door with student I.D.' ·<f -.
Loyola 's Student Activil!es
Board is sponsoring a Kung
Fu demonstration on W ednesday , March 6, at 7 pm. in the
Rambler Room on the first
floor of the Centennial Forum,
located on the corner of
Sheridan Road and · Loyola
Avenue.
"Millhouse. . . A White
Comedy," produced by Emile
DeAntonio, is a comedy movie •
documentary on the history of
Nixon. It will be viewed at
6:30 pm. on March 4, in Balvin
Hall of Mundelein College
Learning Resource Center .
Admission is $1.00. Location:

1050 W . Sheridan Road.
The University of Chicago is
presenting a lecture by Sir
Michael Tippet, British composer / conductor on "Mythology
and the Musical Theatre," at 8
pm. on Monday, March 4 at
the Breasted Hall of the
Oriental Institute, 1155 E.

Tribute to Roberto Clemente
Max Torres
Juan Walker
The Spanish Club takes
great pride in presenting a
Tribute to Roberto Clemente.
This special two-day program
will take place on March 5 and
7 in room S-101 at 1:00 pm
(activity hour) . Sr. Maximino
Torres, a counselor at North. eastern and the special advisor
for the Union of Puert o Rican
Students , will host the first
day of the tribute. He will
present as his speakers Jesse
Soszko, Malcolm A. Walters,
, Efrain Ortiz, and Gloria Maris
Cruz.
Jesse Soszko, a Spanish and
sociology major and the
current presid ent of the
Spanish Club, will explain

ACADEMY_
AWARD NOMINATIONS

BEST ACTOR-JACK NICHOLSON
Best Supporting Actor.RANDY QUAID· !lest Screenplay

ROBERT TOWNE

'''1,111~ 1"'1-\S'I, 1)1~11\IIJ

is a gem of a film!''

*** *

-JUDITH CPIS T, fllew York Maga zine
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58th St. For more info. call
753-3157.
. Chicago State University's
Division of Student Affairs is
sponsoring a Women's Caucus
headed by Floryence Kennedy
on Tuesday and Wednesday,
March 5 & 6 in the E Theatre,
95 t h and King Drive, at 1 pm.
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what pr:ompted this club to
sponsor such a tribute and will
present a J\Lorth American's
view of Roberto Clemente.
Gloria Maria Cruz, the treasurer of t he Spanish Club will
read a poem written by Maria
Cuadrado about Clemente .
Malcolm Walters , a sociology
major at UNI, will read a
summarical inventory of Clemente 's greatest achievements
in baseball. A special film will
also be shown.
Efrain Ortiz, a physical
education major and a transfer
student from Chicago Technical College, was formerly the
president of t he " Tiburones"
baseball team . He will speak of
his personal interview with
Roberto Clemente, and he will
have on display one of the
three medals presented to
Clemente's wife by President
Nixon on t he op-ening day of
t he 1973 Pirate season.
Juan Walker Alvarez, assistant s up e rintendent of the
educational service in Cook
County, will host the second
day of the tribute.~ He is a
member of the Committee for
Pro-Puerto Rican Activities at
the Museum of Science and
Industry and the president of
the Puerto Rican Educators
Organization of Illinois. He
was a delegate to the National
Conference on Bilingual Education in 1972 and is presently
working on the creation of a
Bachelor's Degree Program in
Bilingual Education at Chicago State University. Sr .
Walker will speak on "Roberto
Clemente - the man."

UNI Sports
Fudge, the Icing
on victory cal{e
Bruce Fudge is a player who
is ta lented and versa ti le
enoug h to play both guard and
forward effectively. H e s howed
t hat talent and versatility
leading t he E agles to a 92-58
mangling of Purdue-Calumet.
Super sub hit fo r 22 points
leading all UN I scorers. U N I' s
victory clinched t he Chicagoland B as k e tball Conferenc e
championship a nd a berth in
t he playoff of t he District 20,
NAI A . I t was learned later in
t he week that UNI will open
its tournament play on Saturday, Mar. 2, 8 pm at Illinois
Tech , agains t Concordia College. The winner of that
contest will engage top-seeded
Augustana , Mar. 4, at Augustana .
The Eagles may have p aid
too high a price for the victory
over t he lowly P ipers when
Dan Crawford took a spill at

On F eb. 23 U NI hosted
12:50 in the first half and
su ffered an ankle injury. Dan · Chicago Circle in the E agles'
last game of t he regula r season
ha d to be carried off the court.
J ohn 'Bird ' Waytula twisted
and thumped Circle 107-75.
his a nkle and also had to sit
W hen you talk abou t t he
victory you have to mention
out t he rest of the game.
Marty O'G radney's nam e in
(Special t hanks to Ms. Karen
Broecker fo r her coverage of
t he same breath. The performance he put on that night was
t he game) with 11 :44 left, first
impr ess ive, awfully impres half, t he Ealges took a 21-9
lead o n t he h o t out s id e
sive.
shooting of J im DiMatteo who
Mar ty humbled the 9ppospumped in 14 points fo r t he
ing
Chikas with 25 points and
nigh t . The Pipers were allowed
14 rebounds leading the E agles
very few second shots at t he
in b ot h cat ego rie s. D an
b as k et a s UNI 's fr on t lin e
Crawford did not suit up for
commanded t he boards. Gary
the game a nd seasoned senior
Staniec grabbed 14 rebound s,
veteran
John 'Rocco ' Melendez
E than Loveles crashed for 11
started
in Dan 's place. The
and Marty O 'Gradney hauled
game was the last regular
down 9. The halftime score
season contest that John as
stood a t 51-34, UNI.
well as Jim DiMatteo and
The contest marked John
Marty O'Gradney would be
Joha nn 's debu t at the varsity
playing
at UNI : At 8 :27 left,
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up after a mised Ken Smagacz
free t hrow. At 4:52 U N I
increased its lead to 37-20 on a
DiMatteo jumper. The Eagles
enj oyed t heir biggest spread of
t he half a t 45-27, 1: 06 left, on 2
O'Gradney free t hrows. A t the
half UNI led 47-30.
At 12:25 in the second half,
a t hree point- play by J ohn
Melendez gave t he Eagles a
67-42 lead and the Eagles were
well on t heir way to a lop sided
victory t hat had t hem up by as
many as 32 points. The contest
ended by the same margin . In
all 6 Eagle players scored in
double figures. Gary Staniec
tallied 15, John Melendez hit

for 13, Bruce Fudge was good
fo r 11 , Jim DiMatteo tossed in
14 , a nd Etha n Loveless
pumped in 10.
The Eagles ' conference record ends at 10-2. On t he
season UN I logged a very
decen t 22 -9 record .

CCB C STANDINGS
[as of Feb. 23]
Northeastern Illinois
St. Xavier
Trinity Christian
Chicago Circle
IIT
St. Francis
Purdue-Calumet

10-2
7-4
7-5
5-6
5-6
4-7
1-10

Ice Eagles
.Crush NU
by Jack Paglini
The Ice Eagles con tinued
t heir winning ways t his week
as t hey won two more gam es.
On Sat. F eb. 23, the E agles
ripped t he UNI Alumni 7-3, as
Bob Dunn starred in goal.
Tues. UN I came up with a
BIG win as t hey crushed t he
Nor t hwestern "Wildcats" , 2-1.
(Previously , Northwestern had
b eaten U N I 9-1 ) Everyone
starred in t his game, g reat
defense · by Bob, " Bo Bo"
H essberger , Ma rk Breen, M ike
Andrews, and great goaltend-

ing by Art Kasak lead th e way
fo r t he Eagles. Th e Eagles
ou tshot NU 39-20 and had
control of t he game from start
to fi nish.
The Eagles have made t he
play-offs of the CSCHL. T hey
will play Ill. State U . at
Crestwood on March 1, at 6:30
pm. Coach Biondo has a 10-9-1
record since taking over t he
team in mid-season . He feels .
t na t t he team is now playing
up to its potential and can do
well in t he play-offs a nd bring
back some hardware to UN I.

Northeastern Illinois University Hockey Statistics as of 2-26-74

During the recent Alumni vs. Northeastern hockey at the Ballard arena the Alumni goalie is shown
at the last second before the puck went into the net for a goal. Northeastern outscored the Alumni
7-3. (PRINT Photo by Pat O'Brien)

Gymnasts
compete in
sectional
at Triton
Last weekend , Northeastem 's girl' s gymnastic team
com p eted i n sectio n als at
T riton College.
Ou t of the fourteen team s
competing, several were chosen
to go to State F inals held at
Wes tern Illinois the weekend
of March 1-2.
Nort heastern placed in t he
.top seven , a nd will go to State.
All t he girls on t he team
deserve credit for a job well
done, a nd I hope next weekend
will be a good one.
GOOD LUCK GIRLS!! !! !!-

The Northeastern Illinois
University " Golden Eagles"
Varsity Basketball Team has
won t he 1973-74 Chicagola nd
Basketball Conference Champ io n s h ip . The t eam will
com p ete in t h e National
Associa tion of I ntercollegiate
Athletics , District 20 playoff
on March 2nd. 1974 - 8 :00
pm . a t IIT, Keating H all
(Gymnasium ), located at 3040
S . Wabash Ave. Chicago, Ill.
(N .E. corner of 31st and State

Str. )
NO P ASSES WILL BE
ACCE P TE D . You must purchase a ticket. Students $1.50
a nd $2.50 for adults .
T ickets will be on sale in
front of the Nort heastern 's
gym on Wed . F eb. 27, 1974, on,
a first come - first serve
basis. Tickets a re limited , so
get yours early .
Let's have a large crowd
rooting for "our guys" !

PLAY ER
Setze
Capparelli*
Ouzounian
Hesotian-capt.
Twardowski
Peterson
Mangini
Kado nga
Hessber,ger
Apostol
Paglini
Signoretti*
Breen , M
Andrews
Rachubinski
Kmiech
Welc h

Volleyball anyone?
Come to t h e Vo ll eyball
Cap tains MEN 'S Intramural
Meeting on T hursday , March
7th , a t 1 :00 pm in t he gym .
Eight men on a roster . All
rosters must be t urned in at

t he Cap tains Meeting, March
7th.
P lay starts , Tuesday, March
12th. at 1 :00.
If you wan t to join a team,
come to t he meeting!

Fran k, J
Kasak
Dunn, R
Rafter
Hannig
Pennisi
Breen, J

GOALS
34
7
4
9
10
7

ASSISTS
18
19
1710
7
10

9

6

8

7
7
7

6

5

POINTS
52
26
21
19
17
17
15
15
13
12

3

8

11

4

6

10

2

5
6
1

1
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

0
0

6

2

1
1
1
1
0

0

7

7(
5

2
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0

PEN. MIN .
34:0 0
34 :00
64:00
30: 00
13:00
28 : 00
10:00
46:0 0
94 :00
32 :00
30:00
4 :00
62: 00
52 :00
2:00
2:00
15:00
0:00
48:00
2:00
12:00
4 :00
2:00
2:00

*non-ac tive players
Goalies
Kasak
Dunn, R

Goals
149
67

Ag. Av.
5.32
5.15

Min. Played Games Played
1448:00
28
511 :00
13

W. L T
IO 18 0
4

3 1

